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_____________________________________________________________  

 

Answer any five of the following questions:   (10 mks) 

1. Explain disaster management. 

2. What are the impacts of global warming? 

3. Define acid rain. 

4. Write on value education. 

5. State some strategies to combat ozone layer depletion. 

6. Explain forest conservation act. 

 

 *************************** 
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Q.1. Define strictly binary tree.      (1 mk) 

Q.2. Define Leaf Node.       (1 mk) 

Q.3. Define Almost complete binary tree.                                   (2 mks) 

Q.4. State tree traversal techniques with example.           (3 mks) 

Q.5. Write C representation for the following.            (3 mks) 

a.maketree(x) 

b.setleft(p,x) 

c.isright(p) 

Q.6. Write C program to create and display a binary tree.        (5 mks) 

 

                                      *************** 
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1. Consider     p : n is a negative integer &  q : n is greater than 10. 

    Express the following compound statements in sentences  

i) (p q)V ~p,  ii) ~ p  q.                                                                    (2 mks) 
          

2. Check whether the (r V~s)→(~sɅ~r) is a tautology.      (3 mks) 

3. Verify  𝑥 + 𝑦 ∙ (𝑥 ∙ 𝑦)                     = (𝑥 ∙ 𝑦)                                                      (3 mks) 

       

4. Find the output for the following circuit diagram     

               

                            (2 mks) 

5. Which of the following strings belong to the L(R) over 𝛔={a,b,c,d} ,  

     where   R=(𝑎|𝑏)∗𝑐𝑑∗ . 

    i) aacddc, ii) aaaacddd, iii) bbbcdd, iv) cdd, v) abbbcdd vi) aaaaac  (2 mks) 

 

6. Give three strings that belong to the language L given by the grammar      

    G={N,V,𝛔,P}, where N={S, Q, R} (with S as the starting point}, V=𝛔={a,b,c}    

    and P is given as follows 

      S aQ, Q aQ, Q→bQ, Q→cQ, Q→cR, R→b.                               (3 mks) 

      

 

----------------------------------------- ALL THE BEST------------------------------------ 

 

  



 

  



 


